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Dear Partner,
With COVID having become endemic, 2022 was the year we all dared to take much-delayed summer
vacations. For me, that meant heading to the beach in North Carolina. You may wonder: doesn’t he live in
California? I do, and while I’ve surely enjoyed many an hour looking out at the Pacific, the view of the
Atlantic from the Carolina coast feels like heaven to me. When I was a kid, our family vacation was most
often a week or two in a rented condo in Myrtle Beach, S.C. - and I loved just about every minute of it:
body surfing and beach walks, hours at the arcade and all the fresh shrimp we could eat.
The only things I don’t remember fondly were the occasional hurricane warnings. When the warnings
came, we’d nervously watch the news each evening for reports on the path of storms that might be
headed our way. Those storms usually stayed out at sea and our vacations were uninterrupted, but in
1998, the first time I’d taken my own kids to Myrtle Beach, our family was forced to evacuate in advance
of Hurricane Bonnie. The weather looked almost placid as we packed to leave, but 24 hours later, Bonnie
came ashore as a category 2 storm that killed several people and caused a half billion dollars of damage.
Hurricane season in the Atlantic typically runs from June to November. According to the National Weather
Service, a hurricane is a “tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 74 mph (64 knots) or higher.”
These cyclones are created when masses of warm air collide with cool air over warm ocean water. Warm
water and warm air are key ingredients, but it is that collision with cooler air that produces the wind, rain
and thunderstorms that make hurricanes so destructive.
I’ve been thinking about hurricanes lately as I’ve been evaluating the potential impact of a recession on
our portfolio. Just as hurricanes can cause damage to coastal property, recessions can harm investor
portfolios as a shrinking economy sends corporate profits lower. With memories of the Category 5
calamity of the Global Financial Crisis (the “GFC” in 2008-09), it is no wonder that the risk of recession is
top of mind for many investors today.
First and foremost, I do not believe that we are currently in a recession; quite the contrary – the economy
is as warm as the water in the tropics. Corporate margins are robust and earnings have continued to
grow. The employment picture is rosy with low initial claims for unemployment and roughly two job
openings for every one person looking for work. Basically, fiscal stimulus and accommodative monetary
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policy did such a good job offsetting COVID-induced weakness that strong demand has overwhelmed more
limited supply. The result: unacceptably high inflation.
While inflation has probably peaked, we are living in a supply constrained world and I suspect
inflation will be stickier than central bankers want. Importantly, the decade after the Global Financial
Crisis was a time of excess supply, and central bankers around the world kept interest rates artificially low
to stimulate demand. Investment strategies that worked well in the aftermath of the GFC seem
less likely to work well in coming years – in particular, and as we’ve seen so far in 2022, investment
approaches that favor long duration (high P/E) growth stocks may fare poorly in a time of increasing
interest rates. If, as I suspect, it takes more time than desired for inflation to fall to levels consistent with
the U.S. Federal Reserve’s (the “Fed’s”) definition of price stability (2% inflation), then we may be living
with structurally higher interest rates for years. Value stocks may do particularly well in this
environment. The Fed has made clear that they will use monetary policy to cool the economy to combat
inflation. Just as cool air colliding with warm air over tropical waters produces hurricanes, the collision of
increasingly chilly monetary policy and a warm economy could create an economic storm with the
potential to turn into a hurricane.
Storm Watch
According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, typically 10 tropical storms form each
year in the Atlantic Ocean, the Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico. Roughly six of these storms grow
into hurricanes, but the majority stay at sea. In an average three-year period, only two major hurricanes
will strike the U.S. coastline between Texas and Maine. While the 2022 hurricane season had been
relatively mild, in just the last two weeks, Hurricane Fiona caused extensive damage in Puerto Rico and
Canada while Hurricane Ian has wreaked havoc in Florida and the Carolina coast. Our thoughts and
prayers are with all of those who have been affected by these destructive storms.
Recessions are rarer than hurricanes – over the last 40 years, we’ve only had four. While I am hopeful
that the growing economic storm clouds will fizzle out over the proverbial ocean, at Poplar Forest, we
think it is prudent to plan for something more severe. Fed Chairman Powell seems intent on convincing
the market that he can whip inflation, and an aggressive Fed could turn a relatively harmless tropical
storm into an economic hurricane. As you can see below, recessionary economic activity (highlighted in
grey) reduces companies’ revenues and profits. If there is a recession in 2023, earnings estimates may
decline by 20% or more for the S&P 500. We have already seen some diminution in estimates during
September and we expect more when companies report third quarter earnings in the next few weeks.
While stocks don’t currently look particularly expensive when compared to current consensus expectations
for earnings, if those expectations are reduced by 20% or more, then the price-to-earnings ratio on the
S&P 500 could increase from the fairly reasonable current level of 16x to a more expensive 20x or more.
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Source: Intrinsic Research
Like meteorologists watching for signs of dangerous storms, we are monitoring various indicators for
signals of economic trouble. While the economy looks mostly sunny today, the extended forecast is more
worrisome as measured by the Conference Board’s Index of Leading Economic Indicators (the “LEI”). The
ten components of the LEI for the U.S. include:
1. Average weekly hours in manufacturing;
2. Average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance;
3. Manufacturers’ new orders for consumer goods and materials;
4. ISM® Index of New Orders;
5. Manufacturers’ new orders for nondefense capital goods excluding aircraft orders;
6. Building permits for new private housing units;
7. S&P 500® Index of Stock Prices;
8. Leading Credit Index™;
9. Interest rate spread (10-year Treasury bonds less federal funds rate);
10. Average consumer expectations for business conditions.
This collection of macroeconomic variables has historically done a very good job of forecasting the
direction of the economy; earnings for the S&P 500 have historically followed a similar pattern. As the
Conference Board said in its recent release: the “US LEI continued to decline signaling a contraction in
economic activity may be imminent.”
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Source: The Conference Board
I believe the most helpful leading indicator is the difference (the “spread”) between yields on 10-year
Treasury Bonds and the Federal Funds rate. As you can see below, in the past, this indicator has fallen
well below zero in advance of recessions. Despite the Fed’s decision to raise rates by 0.75% (to 3.003.25%) at its last meeting, this yield spread is currently still well above zero with 10-year Treasury bonds
now yielding 3.75%. While risks are growing, increasing long-term interest rates are a sign that the Fed
has not yet moved far enough to actually trigger a recession. We will be watching closely to see where
long-term rates go as the Fed continues to raise short-term rates (potentially to 4.5% or more in 2023).
In terms of recession signaling, the danger generally comes when long-term interest rates stop
going up alongside short-term rates and the yield curve inverts (when short-term interest rates
become materially higher than long-term rates). One exception to this rule of thumb was in 1998; the
yield curve inverted, and although economic conditions worsened dramatically in emerging markets, a
U.S. recession was avoided. The S&P 500 declined 19.3% during a 45 day stretch in 1998, but stock
prices quickly recovered and moved higher as the tech bubble continued to inflate in 1999.
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Trying to Reason with Hurricane Season
There is no guarantee that restrictive monetary policy will create a recession. And even if it does, it is
important to remember that monetary policy works with a lag that has historically averaged about a year
– that means we may be looking at mid-2023 before the threatening winds really pick up. At this point, in
our multi-year projections for the businesses in which we are invested, we are assuming that we will have
to live through a Category 1 or 2 storm (a mild recession) sometime in 2023. I hope this will prove to be
an overly conservative assumption, but given the clouds we see on the horizon, it seems prudent to be
conservative right now.
As long-term owners of businesses, we don’t turn and run just because a storm might come. Storms come
and go and, over time, the market has continued to move to new highs. However, this is not a time for
risky investments; we want to make sure that the companies in our portfolio can survive a potential
economic hurricane. We focus on the absolute value of businesses (low valuations are like homeowners’
insurance). We avoid speculation (we don’t build on the sand). We focus on businesses with strong
balance sheets and consistent free cash flow (it’s important to be resting on a strong foundation when the
wind starts howling). We focus on idiosyncratic opportunities (where we’re not merely dependent on the
weather staying sunny). We have avoided housing and autos (industries where a storm seems most likely
to come ashore). We have been holding a bit of extra cash (the equivalent of bottled water and flashlight
batteries in case the power goes out). Our cash reserves are currently around 5% of assets; if we get
really concerned that a Category 5 storm is coming, we may take cash to 20-25% of our portfolios if we
don’t find great investment opportunities as short-term oriented investors head for higher ground.
Furthermore, I’ve lived through enough cycles to know that people sometimes panic when they hear a dire
weather forecast. We have identified a list of companies we’d like to invest in; if someone wants to sell us
their beautiful beach house at a 50% discount to what we think its worth, we may buy it – especially if we
believe the foundation is strong. During the third quarter, we didn’t establish any new positions as we
haven’t gotten sufficiently discounted prices on the properties we have targeted, though some are getting
very close. On the other hand, because one of our investments – Organon, a mid-sized pharmaceutical
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company that was spun off from Merck – has a weaker balance sheet than we’d like in this climate, we
liquidated our stake.
The Forecast – Partly Cloudy with a Chance of Thunderstorms
While I’m generally an optimistic person, I came into this year with a defensive mindset. That approach
has served us relatively well in this volatile period. Like Bill Murray’s character in the 1980 comedy classic
Caddyshack said, about impending rain, while “I don’t think the heavy stuff’s going to come down for a
while,” I do think a conservative posture continues to make sense given the Fed’s attitude on battling
inflation. One of the longest standing admonitions in the investment business is: “Don’t fight the Fed.”
History suggests that when the Fed is raising interest rates, it is prudent to plan for inclement weather,
and that’s just what we’ve done.
Historically, value investing has been particularly helpful in managing bear markets. While this wasn’t the
case when the Housing Bubble burst, it definitely was when the Tech Bubble popped. I continue to
believe that we are in the midst of an investment cycle that resembles the late 1990s/early
2000s period. If I’m right, value stocks will have several more years of outperformance and our
focus on absolute value may prove particularly rewarding. As someone who invests alongside each
of you, I continue to be excited about the long-term prospects of our portfolio of companies with solid
balance sheets, ample free cash flow, and robust idiosyncratic opportunities. While our companies are
projected to grow earnings faster than the S&P over the next few years, they are valued at less
than 9x estimated 2023 earnings while the S&P is valued at 15x. Though there are a few clouds on
the horizon, our portfolio continues to look like an incredible bargain to me.
We will continue to watch the skies for signs of trouble and believe we have a solid plan for navigating
whatever weather comes our way.

Sincerely,

J. Dale Harvey
September 30, 2022
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DISCLOSURES
The Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses must be considered carefully before investing. The summary and
statutory prospectuses contain this and other important information and can be obtained by calling 1-877-522-8860 or by visiting
www.poplarforestfunds.com. Read it carefully before investing.
Mutual fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. The funds may invest in debt securities which typically decrease
in value when interest rates rise. This risk is usually greater for longer-term debt securities. The funds may invest in foreign
securities which involve greater volatility and political, economic and currency risks and differences in accounting methods.
These risks are greater in emerging markets. Investing in small and medium sized companies may involve greater risk than
investing in larger, more established companies because small and medium capitalization companies can be subject to greater
share price volatility. The funds may invest in options, which may be subject to greater fluctuations in value than an investment
in the underlying securities. When the Cornerstone Fund invests in other funds and ETFs an investor will indirectly bear the
principal risks and its share of the fees and expenses of the underlying funds. Investments in asset-backed and mortgage-backed
securities involve additional risks such as credit risk, prepayment risk, possible illiquidity and default, and increased
susceptibility to adverse economic developments. Diversification does not assure a profit, nor does it protect against a loss in a
declining market.
Value stocks typically are less volatile than growth stocks; however, value stocks have a lower expected growth rate in earnings
and sales.
Opinions expressed are subject to change at any time, are not guaranteed and should not be considered investment advice. Fund
holdings and sector allocations are subject to change and should not be considered recommendations to buy or sell any security.
Poplar Forest funds are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC.
Partners Fund Top Ten Holdings and Percentage Weights as of 9/30/22:
Chevron
Morgan Stanley
AmerisourceBergen
Allstate
United Therapeutics
Wells Fargo
CVS Health
National Fuel Gas
Equitable Holdings
Dollar Tree

5.02
4.87
4.73
4.64
4.53
4.38
4.36
4.34
4.29
4.01

Cornerstone Fund Top Ten Equity Holdings and Percentage Weights as of 9/30/22:
United Therapeutics
Las Vegas Sands
Perrigo Co
Conagra Brands
Allstate
AmerisourceBergen
Equitable Holdings
CVS Health
Curtiss Wright
International Business Machs
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2.82
2.52
2.51
2.45
2.44
2.42
2.41
2.35
2.35
2.32
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Index performance is not indicative of a fund’s performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Earnings
growth is not a measure of the Fund’s future performance.
Earnings Growth: The annual rate of growth of earnings typically measured as Earnings Per Share Growth.
Free Cash Flow: Is equal to the after-tax net income of a company plus depreciation and amortization less capital expenditures.
Inflation: Is a quantitative measure of the rate at which the average price level of a basket of selected goods and services in an
economy increases over a period of time. Often expressed as a percentage, inflation indicates a decrease in the purchasing power
of a nation's currency.
Price/Earnings (P/E) Ratio: Is a common tool for comparing the prices of different common stocks and is calculated by dividing the
earnings per share into the current market price of a stock.
S&P 500 Index: Is a market value weighted index consisting of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity and industry group
representation. The Index is unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in the Index.
Yield Curve: Is a line that compares the yield of bonds of equal quality but different maturity dates. In general, bonds with longer
maturity dates offer higher yields than bonds with shorter maturity dates, thus producing an upward sloping yield curve.
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